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Protagorean Epistemology
and Dialectic

I speak as one not knowing but rather conjecturing; but
that there is some difference between correct opinion and
knowledge, it does not seem to we that I am conjecturing
this at all; rather, if I night say that I know anything
at all there are few things of wtdch I woulAi say
this). I wouli claim this dS one among those things wtdch
I know.

Thus Socratas in Plato's dialogue hreno (98b). To the novice reader in
l-hilosophy UM, he night seem to be .protesting too much, bestowing too

much emphasis and far too many words on a rather trivial and obvious
point. But there are reasons why he speaks thus, rea3ons not obvious
to the novice reader because they arise from the larger context of
Greek philosophy in the fifth century B.C.a context to mtdch Plato
and, typically, Philceophy 101 do less than justice. Within that context,

the point Socrates makes here was far from obvious or trivial; it was
radical and controversial. It would have been jumped on and hotly dis
puted. How, and by whomthat iS my subject.

I present this matter to this audience because the ancient dispute
seems to me to resemble. in several essentials. contemporary dispute
within our profession. On the one hand we have the champions of the
formalist tradition. Many of these are conscious and proud of their
antecedents in "inle classical tradition of rhetoric, mprising Plato,

Aristotle, Cicero, and Quintilian. On the other hand, in opposition, we
have what passes for a more modern schooL the champions of an episte
ado view of rhetoric. These tend to acknowledge antecedents only among
postRenaissance thinkers, prominently irmluding Foucault but also Cas
siren Coleridge, Kant, and even Locke end Descartlm It is my conten
tion that some of the vital themes of the epistemic school date back
much further. Even the epim of Homer and Hesiod show some traces of
them; but for nowpardon my lormteritio-1 wia fomils, as my title
imphes, on Protagoras of Abdera, one of the two great leaders of the
Sophistic movement.

There are two reasons why Protagoras has not been mucn acknowl
edged as a pioneer of epistemic rhetoric. One is Oat his thought cl:di
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"take" to the extent that Plato 's 'did, with the result that (as I men-
tioned) Plat.o and Aristotle' have become identified with 'the" classical
tradition in Greece. The other reason, related to the first as cause or
effect or both, is that the surviving records of his thought are mad-
deningly scarce and fragmenthry. This is a general problem with the
pre-Socratic philosophers, and ore of the reasons why Philosophy 101
seldom deals with them much. The fragments require meticulous examina-
tion in the original Greek in order for any reasonably trustworthy
interpretation to emerge, and even that must be conjectural to a con-
siderable degree. As Protagoras himself said of the gods in one frag-
ment. "there are many impediments to such knowledge."

In the case of Protagoras, we have but four or five sentences that
we can with any confidence attribute to his authorship. To these we
can add some doxographic testimonies, most notably those by Diogenes
Laertius and Sextus Empiricus. Beyond that, we must adopt the perilous
expedient of relying on Plato himself.. Protagoras plays a major role in
two Platonic dialogues, the one named for him and the other Theeetetus,
in which Socrates makes believe that the dead Sophist's head emerges
from Hades to dispute with him. Even in the former dialogue, where a
much younger Socrates engages the living man, we must allow both for
the poetic license that Plato enjoys, writing as a philosophic dramatist
ra ther than as an hist or ia n, ar d f or hi s d ecid ed opposition to
Protagorean and other Sophistic thought. Still; Plato accords this one
opponent unusual respect, even allowing him to win some rounds in my
View; and that, together with the solid probability that a contemporari
reader ship wo uld hav e been reasona bly ccn versant with Protagoras'
teachings, may be relied upon to keep even Plato fairly honest in his
portrayal.

Two of the fragmenth and much of the Theaetetus are specifically
concerned with epistemologywith the issue addressed by Socrates in my
opening quotation, and one of the key issues between formalist and epi-
stemic paradigms of rhetoric. lit issue is the "copy theory of knowl-
edge" (so called by Knoblauch and Brannon.) This is the idea or assump-
tion that knowledge possesses truth by virtue of some more or less
direct correspondence between on the one hand itself,, the content of
consciousness, and on the other hand a "real world" that is independent
of, prior to, and external to consciousness. Knowledge is. in the classic
formula, justified t rue belief. As such it differs absolutely f rom
opinion, which, even if it should happen to vorrespond with.. that external
real world, still lacks the essential justifying logos to 'tether" and
guarantee it (Plato, Meno 97d-98a). The opposing view holds that such a
correspondence, between consciousness and something utterly other than
itself, is finally not possible or even conceivable, let alone demonstrable.
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Thus knowledge and even':reality are oonstructs, fictions, actively con-
stituted by. the -social and symbolic activities of human kindnotably in
diciCmirse, hence the "epistemic" theory of rhetoric. In this view, knowl-
edge is entirely continuous with opinion.

The story of this issue properly begins with Parmenides of Elea.
By dint of pure logic (admittedly crude, but then quite unprecedented),
Parmenides abstracted a rigidly pure cmception of absolute being. His
method involved rejecting all assertions or impLications of not-being.
This new abstract logic, or "Way of Tru as he termed it, led him to
a visionif such it can be calledof a motionless, changeless, feature-
less, eternal, and unitary plenum, a perfectly round and solid ball of
pure is-ness.

The pure and utterly simple truth of this absolute beingthat it
iswas accessible only to pure mind, working logically, ir. lofty remove
from the body and senses and experience. That being was in no way
dependent, however, upon that knowing mind; it was all in all in itself,
not contingent upon or posterior to anything at all. As for the
variegated and ever-changing world of ordinary sensory experience, Par-
menides relegated it to the status of a sham. This was the realm of
what he termed the "Way of Seeming" or "Way of Opinion."

Though his hexameter treatise 'On "riature, or That Which Is" does
not survive whole, it would appear that Parmenides fixed an impassible
gulf between the two. Knowledge, which has for its object this 'absolute
transcendent reality, differs utterly f rom opinion, !MO se object is
absolute illusion (Diels and Kranz (hereafter DK) 28.B.1-19; Kirk, Raven,
and Schofield (hereafter KR) 241-262).

Socrates and Plato replaced the plenum of Parmenides with a curious
apparatus of Ideal Forms, thus pluralizing the unitary object of knowl-
edge. Similarly, Democritus switched the one big ball for lots of little
ones he called atoms, and Ernpedocles came up with a theory involving
four elements and two principles (KR 286-287, 406-433). Such moves were
clearly necessary in order to give knowledge more than one single word
to say, which was all that Parmenides had finally allowedesti, lit) IS!"
But the fixed purpose remained, to guarantee true knowledge by provid-
ing it with external, noncontingent, and eternally stable stuff to be
known. This provided a criterion for distinguishin7 truth from false-
hood and knowledge from opinion. And this r precdsely what Socrates
and Plato were fighting for.

The two great leaders. a the Sophistic movement, Protagoras and
Gorgias of Leontini, argued on the other side, 'to abolish the criterion"
as Saxtus perceptively put it. Gorgias, for his part, undertook to set
the original argument of Parmenides on its head. To Parmenides' poem
"On That Which Is" he opposed a composition of his own entitled "On That
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leitdch Is Nót." :By 'the fiendishly Simple device of inserting the word
"not" at strategic points, he demonstrated that the great Parmenidean
k)gic could just 'as weil and consistently prove the exact opposite of
what Parmenides had made it seem to prove. Thus there i3 iothing that

absolutely is and even if there were, we could not have any knowledge
of it; and even if there were and we could, we could never communicate

such knowledge to one another in any language. Ln a later piece, the

"Thcomium on Helen," Gorgtas reveals the more poaitive side of his epis
temology. AU of those beliefs which are the furniture and guides of the

mdnd are of the nature of opinion. Opfrdon both shapes and i3 shaped
by discourse. AU such shaping of opinion by discourse partakes of
deception, at least when measured against the idea of an external real
world. Objective truth is thus an absurd iminssibility; truth 113 merely

the internal harmony or consistency, the kosmos of discourse. Truth is
thus the arUfact of rhetoric, as is oginion, with which it is finally one

(INK 82.B.3 and th Guthrie 1941; Walker m.

Like Gorgias, Protagoras ventured into epistemology in direct oppo
sition to Parmenides. The fundamental theme of all three is ontology at
its most literah the central term remains the verb 'to be." AU three
are playing with its poaftive and negative both, anticipating Hamlet; and,

like the Dane, they are especially concerned with absolute or intransitive
rather than predicative or copulative usage, though both kinds are
involved. Thus the fragment on the gods begins "Concerning the gods I
have not the ability to know either that they are or that they are
not." And thus the celebrated homo mensura fragment, where Protagoras

says that "Man is the measure of all things," continues "of those which

are, that they are, and of those which are not, that they are not."

In dealing with ancient Greek ontology, we must resist the strong

temptation to diBriliSs it as J. S. Mill did, arguing that th,)se fool Greeks

could have spared their bratms some pains had they only observed the

aimple distinction between existential and predicative usage of 'to be--

the difference between being per se, that is existing, and being red or
large or a man or whatever. As C. H. Kahn has argued, Mill's distinc
tion is not only anachronistic but also simplimtic, being based upon a
omfusion between syntax and semantic. Predicative usage is simply a
matter of syntax, the syntax of the caTula. SuCh usage serves alike to
predicate an identity, an attribute, membership in a class, or other logi
cal r elat ions . (In fact, Gre ek syntax rout inel y omits the copula
altogether.) "Existeftiar . usage, by . contrast, il3 a semantic category.
And where Greek syntax lemas 'flto be" absolute or intransitive (as in "of

those wtdch are, that they are), exist is not the only possible meaning,
or even a likely one.

Instead, Kahn catalogues three distinct senses for the absolute or
intransitive usage of atrial, 'to be." The first is the "Iletridicar sense,
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by Which 'Is" asserts of a proposition or statement that it is true, or
of a' fact situittion .that it is the case..' 'Though Kahn himself distin-
guishes between these two notions, he admits that such dualism is itself
also anachronistic, and that this was only one single meaning. He also
construes some predicative usages as "veridical," where the copula, not
being omitted, is emphatic: "Socrates is !musical." Sometimes in this
usage the predicate can even be implicit: the child's disputatious "Tis
too!" makes a good analogy.

The second sense he finds is the "durative," where "is" asserts of a

person that he or she is alive, as in the epic "gods who are forever."
or Hamlet 's 'to be or not to be." In mcre rigorous philosophic contexts,
notably Parmenides, the durative "is" says of a thing that it endures
stably and forever, and never was or will be unreal, or less real, m-
other than it is.

The remaining sense that he finds is the "locative (c.r locative-
existential)," by which "is" means occupies a place or is somewhere or is
present. This sense does include what we would today call existence, but
with something more added or rather not yet abstracted: a definite
sense of place.

Kahn does not c laim that these meaning s wer e consciously or
explicitly distinguished by ancient ontologists. But all of them are in
play in the Thetetetus, in a discussion of the man-measure doctrine as
advanced in Protagoras book Truth; and SoCrates explicitly mentions that
there are at least three of them.

Predicati ve applications include discussions of what is or is not cold,
large, white, hot, sweet, good, just, and expedient. The discussion also
turns to question the locative-existential being of these qualities, bring-
ing up such problems as whether color is in objects or in our percep-
tions (153e-154a). Again, Socrates quotes Protagoras as saying "What
seems to each man, this also is, to him to whom it seems" (170a). Tbis
could be either locative-existential is present, or veridical is true or is
the case.

When Socrates proposes to substitute the "secret doctrine" of Pro-
tagoras for the known one (thus signalling a specific departure from
textual warrant), he is substituting "becoming" for the "being" of the
text. Since these two terms are strongly associated with the opposing
views of Heraclitus and Parmenides respectivelyand Socrates mentions
Perm enid es as the sole 1 ikel y dissent er to his emend ationh e is
unmistakably alluding to Parmenides' decidedly durative usag e of 'to be.4
Finally, he explains this emendation by saying that nothing really is, but
rather only becomes, "one, or something, or of any kind." Here are
three distinct possibilities that einai in the text apparently implies for
him.1
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*Confused' yet? 1C-gets worse: The coniplex ambiguity f the verb
"to be" has abundant'company.fin thiS famOus sentence. The number of
4minenUy defensible readings approaches and may even' exceed the value
of two to the power of the word count. "Man" (anthrOpos) may refer to

the irldjNridual, or collectively to all human kind, or to any given city or

human society. 'Measure" has almost immeasurable possibilities. "Of all

things" (pantOn chrAmatan) may or may not limdt what is measured to the

predicated usefulness of useful things. Even the conjunctive "that" is

not exempt; some favor InowY' and it is the peculiarity of the original

word hos to adapt itself to whatever we make of the rest. Scholars
never seem to tire of devising new readings. To pick just one
egregious example, Untersteiner translates 'Man is the master of all

experiences, in regard to the 'phenomenality' of what is real and the
'non-phenomenality' of what is not rear (Untersteiner 42; Holland 214)-

Guthria requires pages of small print just to sketch some of the pos-
sibilities in a kind of score-card (188-1290). It has got to the point
where a scholar will begin an article by announcing his various picks,

not to defend them but just to.get past the dense thicket of con-
troversy and on to smmething else.

So what was Protagoras really saying in this sentence? Dare I rush
in where damicdsts fear to tread? I do. For I cannot believe that
such an intricate tissue of ambiguity arose by accident. If we were to
set it up as a multiple-choice question, we would have to follow Dr.

Seuss On Beyond Zebra, and the correct answer would by the last: lia
of the above." To be sure, the overall gist of the thing remains fairly

consistent throughout the numerous possibilities: reality is what we
make of it. The ambiguities then serve to illustrate and demonstrate

this point, since the meaning of the sentence is itself whatever we make
of it.

In the Thectetus, the imaginatively resurrected Protagoras
admonishes Socrates to look beyond the verbal surface (z1261m2) to the
logos of the man-measure statement (166d-e). At first glance, this

admonition appears to disulminate content from form (an archtypical for-
malist maneuver) and to amount to something like Tome on, Socratm you
know what I really mean, so quit quibning about the terms in which I
clothe this basic idea." Such a reading implies that beneath the
apparent ambiguities lies a simpler and more detirdte thesis. at in
fact, the argument that Protagoras then proceeds to advance does not

simplify,.but rather complicates, the man-mtasure doctrine.2 .

A much younger Socrates had been admonished by Parmenides to take
up the study of logic. Here in the Thertetua Protagorae admonition to

look past the rhdma to the log= becomes in effect a recommendation
that he bestow his attention on antilogic. Antilogic was a peculiarly
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Sophistic and specifically Protagorean . approach to dialectic. . It inVolved
the oppothition of one logos to another, bn any given caae, matter, or
question. Here the principle of antilogic applies to the cannily ambiguous
fragment itself.. When Protacroras tells Socrates to look to the logos of
the sentence, he is directing his attention to something that constantly
bifurcates.

Several testiznonies outside of Plato tend to confirm this analysis,
and allow us to reconstruct what antilogic meant for Protagoras. First.
Diogenes Laertius calls him the first to say 'that there were two logoi
about every matter, opposed to each other" (DK 80.A.1) . This is the
fundamental principle of antilogic, which survives in the popular doctrine
that 'there are two sides to every question."3

Vain, Aristotle records that he was the first to profe,.....3 "making
the weaker logos stronger" (Rhetoric, 1402a, -frr.. 80.A. 21 and 80.B.6b in
DK). This has often, but quite wrongly, been rendered as "making the
worse appear the better cause.", Similarly hostile explanations of this
profession survive unrebutted from antiquity. But the expression admits
of a much more generous construction. We start with tilt_ two opposed
logoi that are available for any matter or question. One is likely to be
more powerful, more persuasive, more obvious than the other. The other
then is liable to be ignored, or dismissed out of hand, so that only one
is left. That would go against the whole principle of antilogic. Accor-
dingly the weaker mudt be made strongernot necessarily stronger than
the other, but stronger than it was before.

Today we would call that activity revision, and hardly a dastardly
deed. The overall strategy if. also still with us. We can see it
wherever a discourse asserts or concedes something relatively obvious,
then turns around with a "but" and proceeds to take special pains on
behalf of a less obvious point, running somehow counter to the first.
But the relation between the two points is not flat contradiction. The
discourse must assert both without being necessarily absurd. Thus the
ancient dev otees of ant ilogic, inc luding Prot agoras, aff ected anoth er
maxim that seems, but only seems, to coatradict the whole idea of
antilogic: auk estin antilegein, there is no contradiction. 3

Putting these :.hree principles together, we can glimpse a coherent
dialectical method. Protagoras held that two opposed logoi (at least)
could be found in anything; and that it was the function and excellence
of discourse to bring them both out, propping up the weaker if need be,
and . . fin ally . to. demonstrate . that really there . was n o contr adiction
between them (cf. De Romilly 182-186). It sounds almost Hegelian, with
thesis, antithesis, r.nd synthesis. It was not Hegel's dialectic, of course.
But it was the prototype for Socrates' (DK 80.A .1) . Like the Socratic
dialectic, it uses discourse to attain knowledge. According to Plato, this

$



is at once the most difficult and the most important .part of philosophy,
involving such discourse as is "able to ieek out' the truth attentively
by every means for the sake of knowing" (Republic 498a and 499c).

Where Protagoras differed from Socrates in his approach to dialectic
was in rejecting objectivist epistemology, rejecting any "copy" theory of
knowledge. When we examine the man-measure fragment in a way that
accords with Protagorean principles, a multitude of meanings emerges, but
this above an. Anthrapos, as thinking and knowing subject, has a cen-
tral and decisive relle in the constitution and definition of knowledge.
The statement avoids mere solipsism by proposing a sociology of knowl-
edge along with a kind of metaphysical idealism But gone is any such
thing as an objective basis or correlative, apart from anthr6pos, by
which we can measure and verify statements of what is and what is not.
The knowledge attained through our dialectic is thus our own creation.
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. Notes

1 152d. "One" recalls Parmenides; "something" (b) recalls the classic
Socratic question "what (b) is x")" which he habitually urges as prsceding
any other question about x; and "of any kind" (or "having any particular
nature, qualities, or characteristics": hoixionoun) may refer to those ques-
tions which must yield that precedence. But the trio as such is no familiar
commonplace of Greek ontology.

2 Specifically, Socrates has argued that since the doctrine maker., all
opinions equally valid, it makes nonsense of any claim by Protagoras to be
worthy of his hire as a teacher. Protagoras now argues in response that
while all opinions are equally true, they are not all equally useful. The
sick person's perception of wine as bitter is quite as true as the healthy
person's perception of it as pleasant, but still it is better to be healthy
than sick, and the physician who restores the sick to health is worthy of
hire. So too when a city collectively holds certain things to be just and
lawful, it is necessarily correct, but it can err in deciding what is
expedient. Either way man is the measure; but while human opinions vindi-
cate themselves as true, only consequences (to human beings) can vindicate
them as useful, and one person or state can be wiser and do better than
another in foreseeing and controlling thofie consequences. Where Socrates
has gone wrong is in his habitual assumption that the words in a
philosophic statement must have specific, defined, and unique meaningsthat
they must be transparent garments for whatever they objectively mean.
Confronted with ambiguity here, he seeks to confine and neutralize it on
the surface, as a prerequisite for com:Ing to grips with and refuting a
single underlying idea. Protagoras, however, resists Soc..'ates tactic of
picking on just one sense for each term in the statement, by insisting on
double meemings, not just on the surface but through and through. Thus
"man" applies to the individual and to the state both, while what is
measured is on the one hand truth, on the other (and in a different sense)
usefulness.

3 The resemblance is admittedly rough, but, I think, real. For a more
deta iled disc ussi on of anti logic, se e Ker ferd 's ch apter on "Dialectic.
Antilogic and Eristic," in The Sophistic Movement, pp. 59-67.

4 The root of this accusatory interpretation seems to be k-istophanes.
Clouds, 112ff,, ...fr. 80.C.2 in DK. Aristophanes targets Socrates, but clearly
has him confused with Protagoras on several points. The confusion is
app are nt n ot o nly in t his con nectio n, but a lso whe re "Soc rates' ' is
represented as charging money, and (most specifically) as making a hobby-

10
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-
horse of grammatical gender. Socrates deci-ies this confu.sion in Plato's
Apology. 19c, 23d.

5 DK 80.A.1, and 80.A.19-Plato. Elithydemu.s. 286b-c; see also H. D. Rankin.
--Ouk Estin Antilegein," in Kerferd, ed., The Sophists and their Legacy. pp.
25-37, where a radically different view of the maxim is pursued, as quasi-
Eleatic, -Ind having more to do with ontology than rhetoric.

.
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